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Description Units Total

Residential 

customers

Business 

customers

Customers in 

vulnerable 

circumstances

Nr of customer supply interruptions during the incident period # 26705 24952 1753 343

Percentage of the company's customers affected % 3% 3% 3% 2%

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions less than 4 hours # 1958 1851 106 9

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions between 4 and 12 hours # 14661 13932 729 121

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions between 12 and 24 hours # 1610 1530 80 24

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions between 24 and 48 hours # 2537 2256 282 32

Nr of customers experiencing supply interruptions greater than 48 hours # 5939 5383 556 157

Freeze/ Thaw Overview

• In March 2018 a freeze followed by a thaw impacted water 

supplies to customers across the UK with the biggest 

impact on companies in the south east of England.  The 

incident for South East Water ran from the 3rd – 7th March

• Temperatures dropped as low as -11C, and swung from 

approx. -7C to plus 7.5C in 24 hours and caused leaks 

across the area but mostly (70-80%) on customers 

plumbing not our assets.

• The issue was widespread and put pressure on availability 

of alternative water supplies such as bottled water

• Due to the widespread nature and the                                     

numbers of customers affected the                                  

incident attracted significant media                                           

and political interest

• Ofwat promised a review of the event                                      

and threatened possible enforcement                                                               

if licence breaches were found.
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Comparative customer impact
• SEW had the largest % of 

customers off of supply for 

both greater than 4 hours and 

12 hours.

• As well as the four 

companies highlighted by 

Ofwat, Welsh Water and 

South West Water had 

significant customer 

disruption.

• All company’s reported             

a significant amount of 

additional customer                 

side demand.
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Description Units Total

Residential 

customers

Business 

customers

Customers in 

vulnerable 

circumstances

Nr of customer supply interruptions 

during the incident period # 26705 24952 1753 343

Percentage of our customers affected % 3% 3% 3% 2%

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions less than 4 hours # 1958 1851 106 9

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions between 4 and 12 hours # 14661 13932 729 121

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions between 12 and 24 hours # 1610 1530 80 24

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions between 24 and 48 hours # 2537 2256 282 32

Nr of customers experiencing supply 

interruptions greater than 48 hours # 5939 5383 556 157

Customer Impact

• A number of schools shut until supplies were restored

• Livestock owners (horses) and farmers (chickens, sheep 

etc.) were affected, especially as it was lambing season –

we provided static tanks, filled by bowsers for the worst 

affected.

• Our emergency plans meant there was minimal impact for 

hospitals, and bottled water was prioritised and delivered 

to vulnerable customers and care homes

• As we brought customer supplies back on line we 

experienced a number of water quality issues – mostly 

white water due to trapped air, or brown water linked to 

efforts to maintain supply (mainly in the Trosley Water 

Supply Zone on the 6th and 7th March).

WSZ Brown 

Water

Blue/ 

Green

General 

Conditions

Particles White 

Water

Chlorine 

T+O*

Earthy 

T+O*

Other 

T+O*

TOTAL

Best Beech 3 1 2 6

Charing 1 7 1 9

Cottage Hill 1 1 9 1 12

Cuckfield 6 1 1 10 2 1 21

Maidenbower 3 3

North Downs 1 1 2 10 1 1 16

Trosley 25 1 2 18 46

Weald 1 3 4

West Ashford 1 1

TOTAL 38 1 2 6 62 4 1 4 118



Overview of what happened during the event

• Several days of snow and extreme cold (-11C) followed by a sudden thaw led to a 20% increase 

in demand.  

• Although bursts did increase on our network, this only accounted for about 20% of the increased 

demand, the result was driven by customer bursts, or customers running their outside taps

• The sudden increase in demand emptied the service reservoirs in the impacted areas, and due to 

the complexity of the reservoir system, along with a number of key production sites and bulk 

supplies not being available, the service reservoirs took several days to refill.  Key issues:

• Planned maintenance and engineering schemes at Groombridge, Barcombe and Shellbrook

• Unplanned outage and frozen pipes at Groombridge, Arlington, Coggins Mill and Poverty Bottom borehole 

No. 4 (total of 18 Ml/d unavailable)

• Bulk supplies from Southern were not maintained, due to equivalent issues.  Reduced bulk supplies at 

Bottom Pond, Burham and Matt’s Hill (total of 18 Ml/d not available)

• Customer demand subsided by 90 Ml/d by the 7th March, enabling us to fill the reservoirs, and 

find and repair remaining bursts



Ofwat Report Summary



• Summarised the event and recognised the significant impact of customers plumbing issues

• Ofwat didn’t accept the conditions were unprecedented noting that 2010-11 the freeze thaw temperature range 

was greater.  SEW had no significant issues during the 2010-11 event

• Compared weather conditions and impact on customers to suggest some companies coped better than others  

• Document spilt into, planning and preparation, incident response, communication with customers and 

stakeholders, vulnerable customers and compensation

• No mention of licence breaches in the document

• The report confirms that in all cases, the frontline staff of water companies worked extremely hard in challenging 

conditions to sort out problems, sometimes making personal sacrifices.

• The summary document also included references to outputs from CCWater customer research.

7

Ofwat summary document main findings
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Requirements laid out by Ofwat for an Action Plan

There are four companies – Severn Trent Water, South East Water, Southern Water and Thames Water that are 

expected to publish, by 28 September 2018, an externally assured action plan setting out how they are addressing 

the issues identified

These company’s were identified as needing detailed scrutiny because Ofwat have substantial concerns with their 

handling of the incident and because of the volume of customers left without supply for more than four 

hours during the incident period.

They expect our’ Board to be informed of, and to support, these plans and for them to be signed off by the 

company’s Chair and Executive. 

Company should also engage their customer challenge group (CCG) in this process, where appropriate.

Ofwat encourage companies to concentrate on the areas that are of particular relevance to them.

Also - in relation to governance processes and triggers for escalation we should engage with other companies and 

stakeholders as part of the process.
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SEW related comments in Ofwat report and specific letter
Key:

 = positive feedback

- = negative feedback

* This appears to be based on customer feedback to CC Water. Our call handling statistics suggest the call centre was busy but were able to handle volumes 

Area Ofwat report SEW Ofwat specific letter

Planning and preparation • SEW amongst others had assets offline for maintenance 

that had an impact on resilience -

• Incident planning well embedded in business

• Planning needs to be robust enough to deal with such 

extreme events -

• Responded very quickly to event

• Need to look at robustness of assets to such an event -

Incident response • SEW amongst others had reservoirs run empty during the 

event -

• Management of plans worked well, with clear reporting lines 

and escalation to, and involvement from, senior executives 

and the Board 

• SEW amongst others need to improve forecasting the

impact of such an event -

• Good work on reducing demand by finding and fixing leaks

• As all others issues with bottled water supplies –

• As with others some water quality issues reported to DWI -

Communication with 

stakeholders and 

customers 

• SEW sent letters to 50,000 customers as part of winter 

campaign

• Some SEW customers reported trouble accessing the call 

centre -

• SEW had a good approach for farmers and livestock

• SEW amongst others were over reliant on social media, did 

not contact with enough vigour and call centre unable to 

handle call volume - *

• The company worked hard to keep its customers advised, 

informed and updated

• Recognised that the company used a range of different 

channels to reach customers

• Commend initiative on setting up of team to deal with farmers 

and livestock

Vulnerable customers • SEW had detailed information on vulnerable customers • Positive steps to identify customers who might need additional 

support prior to the incident by promoting the company’s 

Priority Service Register

• Active in liaising with Local Resilience Forums, councils, local 

health services and charities throughout the incident

Compensation • SEW made rapid compensation payments above the 

statutory minimum

• SEW made rapid compensation payments above statutory 

minimum



Event Detail
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Pre-event – what you had in 
place e.g. 

Evaluation  - in practice what happened Ofwat and CCWater views (the 

good and bad) on your 
performance

Your lessons learned Actions: taken & proposed including 
changes to business plan

Planning

Emergency plans, including cold 

winter plans, plans for critical 

infrastructure, vulnerable 

customers

Pre-planning started on the 21st February after 

the first Met Office amber warning for snow

Incident team was formed on 26th February 

and went to 24hr running.  Daily calls with Met 

Office from 1st March.  Calls with Southern 

about providing bulk supplies

2nd March – incident raised to level 4 and 

escalated to Board

3rd March – thaw occurred, rapid increase in 

demand and impact to customers increased.  

Alternative water provision put in place in line 

with plans

Incident planning well embedded 

in business

Planning needs to be robust 

enough to deal with such extreme 

events –

Responded very quickly to event

Need to look at robustness of 

assets to such an event –

SEW amongst others had assets 

offline for maintenance that had an 

impact on resilience -

We struggled to get some assets back 

into service due to frozen pipes

18 Mld bulk supplies unavailable from 

Southern Water due to issues they were 

experiencing

We had planned extra crews for bursts 

and leaks on our network but had not 

sufficient plans to deal with customer 

side issues

Did not have sufficient overview of 

operational risk for the network based 

on planned and unplanned outage

We will review asset standards for 

lagging and trace heating and review 

against existing assets

We have included the development of 

an operational risk model in our PR19 

resilience approach

We have included a new resilient 

customer approach in our PR19 

resilience approach

We are including an additional layer to 

our emergency plans for regional 

events, and including engagement with 

NHH retailers

Systems

Met Office Demand forecasting

Aquanet – leakage at DMA level

Hydraulic models

Prism – telemetry and reservoir 

levels

ArcGIS incident map for 

Operations

Incident map on website

Met office was predicting a slow thaw up to the 

day before the actual thaw occurred

Monitors and sensors in place for all DMA’s.  

Feeds into Aquanet was used to identify bursts 

and to direct technicians – cannot work if 

network is drained.

Network modeller with incident team 24hrs/day 

– provide guidance on rezoning, impact to 

customers, where to isolate etc.

ArcGIS provides visibility of no water calls etc.

Incident map worked well but pushout 

notifications to customers failed if customer hits 

> 100,000 due to licensing issue

SEW amongst others need to 

improve forecasting the impact of 

such an event -

Questioned robustness of our 

critical point monitoring in the 

network

Do not believe any water company has 

any more robust demand forecasting 

approach, as most tied up with Met 

Office.

Sensors in network are in line with 

industry average but can provide more 

granularity with higher sensor 

penetration 

Increase needed to incident map license 

so no functionality is lost if demand is 

too great

SMART metering, as part of PR19 will

provide a much more granular and real-

time picture of demand, leakage and 

bursts – which will pin-point issues and 

allow repairs or isolations to be 

undertaken more quickly.  

This will provide more protection to the 

network and reduce the likelihood of 

reservoirs emptying.

It will also enable us to find and isolate 

customers side leaks more quickly.

Pre-Planning
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Pre-event – what you had in place e.g. Evaluation  - in practice what 
happened

Ofwat and CCWater views (the 

good and bad) on your 
performance

Your lessons learned Actions: taken & proposed including 
changes to business plan

Investment in assets

What preparation did you make to 

minimise the impact of this kind of 

weather incident? 

Given a similar incident occurred in 

2010/11?

The majority of the NI water  actions 

were focused on customer information, 

call volumes, telemetry, network 

modelling, call centre overflow, websites 

etc. and SEW reviewed and 

implemented actions as a result of this 

incident

This type of weather will increase bursts 

and leaks in a water supply network.

We target problem mains and larger 

leaks as part of our proactive investment 

programme, with the majority of leaks 

now on the smaller diameter pipes.

We record all bursts and issues on our 

pipes and plan to replace sections of 

pipes that are demonstrated to be high 

risk to future bursts

The rest of the network is repaired 

reactively based on leaks and bursts 

identified, as well as mitigating issues 

through pressure management etc.  We 

gear up for additional repair gangs and 

technicians when bad weather is 

forecast 

SEW amongst others had

reservoirs run empty during the 

event -

Our performance on repairs on our 

network was good, with the additional 

gangs available in advance of the bursts 

occurring

Customer side policies and approaches 

need reviewing as part of the resilient 

customer approach.  

Our reservoir network in Sussex is 

particularly complex and long.  This 

means a lot of repairs and supplies 

needed to be completed before the 

customers at the end of the network 

were able to be put back on supply.

SMART network approach will provide 

more granular information on how the 

network is performing and provide us 

with data on small pipe fractures that 

may be risks for bursts during extreme 

weather

Looking to target some innovation 

budget onto different methods to repair 

mains in situe.

Asset Management are kicking off a 

number of strategic network reviews to 

produce longer term asset investment 

strategies to target network constraints

Governance & staffing Key Assets, Engineering, 

Communications, Customer Service and 

Operations staff are on call for incidents 

and are trained appropriately.  The 

executive are also on call, and available 

for incident support.

There is an escalation matrix in place in 

the emergency plan for the manager in 

charge to enact depending on the 

severity of the incident.

This was followed in the freeze/ thaw 

incident and we also attended the 

appropriate resilience forums due to its 

regional nature

For large incidents, volunteers are asked 

for and they are trained on the specific 

tasks they are asked to do.

Management of plans worked 

well, with clear reporting lines and 

escalation to, and involvement 

from, senior executives and the 

Board 

Good work on reducing demand 

by finding and fixing leaks

Incident management went to plan.

Have list of incident names ready to 

issue for major incident

Some issues with aligning internal and 

external messaging due to fast nature of 

event and amount of staff involved.

Some general welfare standards for 

bottled water volunteers need review 

and improvement

For regional incident plan (see earlier 

action), need to review and improve 

emergency plan governance and 

staffing to deal with complexity and 

amount of staff
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Pre-event – what you had in place e.g. Evaluation  - in practice what happened Ofwat and CCWater views (the 

good and bad) on your 
performance

Your lessons learned Actions: taken & proposed 

including changes to 
business plan

Insight and learning

Prior to the event did you and if so how, learn 

from your own and others relevant experiences?

Internal report prepared for any incident that affects 

more than 50 customers for longer than 4 hours

Incident event action log in place to ensure actions 

are completed, and this is reviewed quarterly with 

Non-Exec

WaterUK Networks shares lessons learned which 

are fed back into the team’s plan as appropriate.

Teams professional membership allows ongoing 

learning and insight from others in and outside the 

industry

Key activities in place due to previous events:

• Escalation procedure and event levels re-categorised 

to reflect customer expectations

• Introduced concept of risk to supplies, not just actual 

interruptions – why we formed incident team from 21st

Feb.

• Improved Met Office forecasting from 2017 summer 

demand, used during Freeze/ Thaw

• Introduced a new role 24/7 duty control manager 

(DCM) who will manage events out of hours, and 

produce daily situation reports for incident levels 1 and 

2

• Created internal role for vulnerable customers as part 

of the incident team with additional delivery resource, 

which was used during F/T event.

• Alternative water – use of static tanks and 5l bags was 

introduced after Egham event and used in F/T

• Use of volunteers support list and cascade messaging 

for out of hours support

• From Hailsham incident – introduced broadcast 

communications, and have implemented SMS/ 

outbound phone messaging system and “in your area” 

customer incident map

• Email updates to all employees sent each day 

following Barcombe incident where this was welcomed

• Early email to Ofwat Comms Team a lesson learned 

from previous Thames Water incident

Incident planning well embedded 

in business

Planning needs to be robust 

enough to deal with such extreme 

events -

Responded very quickly to 

event

Management of plans worked 

well, with clear reporting lines and 

escalation to, and involvement 

from, senior executives and the 

Board 

The company worked hard to 

keep its customers advised, 

informed and updated

SEW had detailed information on 

vulnerable customers

Lessons learned approach 

and governance works well, 

with actions followed 

through to completion.

Further improvements on 

incident alternative water 

emergency plan and 

communications plan.

Lessons learned captured 

through workshop

Feedback captured from 

resilience forums and 

customers

Actions discussed with non-

exec

Actions being audited by 

Jacobs in September for 

coverage and deliverability

Actions presented to Board in 

September prior to 

publications

Partnerships 

We work closely with several stakeholders, 

providing or receiving support.

We have mutual aid agreements with other water 

companies.  We have a shared database with other 

water companies for emergency equipment and 

supplies

Resilience forums - we provide support to and 

receive support from council, police and fire service.  

The mutual aid agreements did not really help for F/T as 

it was a regional event and all companies were impacted.

We utilised support from our supply chain, with Clancy 

Docwra providing vehicles and drivers to support bottled 

water and bowser deliveries.  Our engineering contractors 

provided technical support on bringing our works back 

online.

The resilience forum helped with response to vulnerable 

customers who were not registered on PSR, and 

supported with farmers.

Worked with NFU to support Farmers during incident

Active in liaising with Local 

Resilience Forums, councils, local 

health services and charities 

throughout the incident

Had de-brief sessions with 

each resilience forum.  

Some need to define roles 

and responsibilities during 

this type of incident

Water UK co-ordinating 

sessions with water industry 

Proactive work with other 

partners to increase numbers 

of customers on PSR

Working with other partners to 

better define roles during this 

type of incident

Reviewing support to livestock 

owners during incidents
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Pre-event – what you had in place Evaluation  - in practice what happened Ofwat and CCWater

views (the good and bad) 
on your performance

Your lessons learned Actions: taken & proposed 

including changes to 
business plan

Communications

For planned work – we write to customers 

in advance to let them know and provide 

advice on what to do.  This allows them to 

contact us in advance with any issues.

We provide advice on how to contact us 

in an emergency, promote PSR and 

promote the “In Your Area” map to sign 

up for alerts.

This is promoted on our website, our 

literature, at community talks and at our 

open days.

Wholesale desk liaises with Retailers to 

provide advice on how to contact us via 

the website portal if there is an issue.

Our website includes a series of help 

videos, including what to do if there is no 

water, and advice on checks to make if 

you have no water.

We have campaigns that run with the aim 

at preventing loss of supply in the first 

place, such as how to protect your home 

during winter to avoid plumbing issues.  

For winter advice we have completed the following for HH 

and NHH customers:

• Encouraging HomeServe supply pipe and plumbing 

services through issue of 50,000 letters

• Wrap up for Winter Press release – 8 articles with 

115,000 reach

• Sponsorship of Weather Page on KM Group – 40,000 

visitors to the webpage and 4,127 hits to our Wrap up 

for Winter webpage as a result

• Wrap up for Winter webpage – 4,395 page views since 

November

• Wrap up for Winter leaflets – 2000 leaflets given to 

customers at community events and drop in sessions

• Use of social media for Wrap up for Winter – social 

media posts about protecting your home during freezing 

weather on Facebook and Twitter accounts.

• Water Safe twitter posts 

For vulnerable customers:

• PSR register promotion via press release, company 

website and visits to community groups

• Joint utilities network guide was produced 15th Feb and 

joint copy numbers were 50,000

For wider stakeholders:

• Winter 2017 e-newsletter (the Source) included a 

reminder about the Wrap up for Winter campaign, and 

was delivered to 2,855 people.

• Sussex Resilience Forum community event in Hailsham

on 21st November – with 80 attendees from Parish, 

County Councils, emergency services and charities and 

the theme of the event was cold weather emergencies.  

We focused on wrap up for winter advice and examples 

of pipe lagging.

SEW sent letters to 

50,000 customers as part 

of winter campaign

Recognised that the 

company used a range of 

different channels to reach 

customers

A significant contributing factor to the 

incident was the burst pipes on 

customer premises and issues such as 

running taps and troughs overflowing. 

Customer research shows 40% of 

customers had seen the protect your 

pipes messages – majority via the 

letter.  Need to make sure we get key 

messages into our written 

communications.  However, we haven’t 

been regularly measuring the impact of 

the winter campaign  and therefore 

could not judge whether it was having 

an impact.

The website had a large number of hits 

during the incident – customers know 

where to go for updates.  However, for 

such a wide ranging and constantly 

changing incident it was difficult to 

provide clear, constant updates.

Joint sponsorship of KM weather page 

with other water companies did lead to 

a drive to our website – especially as 

the weather became more severe.  

Need to make more use of these types 

of partnership opportunities.

We did not have Retailers as a specific 

stakeholder group in our campaign.

A full review of the Wrap up 

for Winter campaign plan to 

incorporate lessons learned.  

This includes developing our 

evaluation and measurement 

plan to be able to track 

impact.

Extend winter 

communications plan until 

April.

Increase the written 

communication element of the 

winter campaign and also use 

more targeted 

communications through 

promoted social media 

channels.

Work with WaterUK on 

approach for winter 18/19 to 

ensure collaboration and 

continue to find opportunities 

to work with neighbouring 

water companies to share key 

messages.
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Handling of the event
Pre-event plan Evaluation in practice what happened Ofwat & CCWater views 

(good and bad)
Lessons Learned (from 

operations, field staff, 

customers, third sector, 
other businesses etc)

Actions: taken & proposed including 
changes to business plan

Services and support

We have an alternative water emergency plan which 

allows for 10 l/head/d for the first 48 hrs, with an increase 

of 20 l/head/d for extended events.  This is inline with DWI 

guidelines

Our currently approach is to have a small amount of water 

in region which would handle majority of incidents, and a 

contract with Water Direct for the remainder.  They have 

bottled water, and we can supplement with static tanks for 

non=potable water for toilet flushing etc.

We will set up water stations based on location and type 

of incident.  We have all suitable station locations 

recorded on GIS and will then arrange, as required.  

Number of stations are based on customer access – and 

try to have one in each major village. 

We will also try and provide livestock and farmers some 

support – but this is usually static tanks and non-potable 

water for livestock

We look to encourage customers to insure their pipes 

through Homeserve and also try to get them to lag their 

pipes for winter.  We will work with customers to fix leaks 

if we identify an issue as part of our leakage work.

We have a dedicated vulnerable customer team that will 

keep in contact with PSR customers and deliver water in 

person.

NHH engagement is through the wholesale service team 

via retailers

Water was supplied to bottled water 

stations from the 3rd of March, and final 

water was removed from the 8th.

6 bottled water stations were put in place, 

with three of the stations at Crowborough, 

Rotherfield and Wadhurst areas, 2 in the 

Cuckfield area, and 1 at Lenham.  

There were issues getting sufficient water 

o the 3rd and 4th, due to Water Direct 

contract , and this involved water running 

out in the Crowborough site.  From the 5th

onwards there was always sufficient 

water available.

Water was provided via static tanks to 

livestock owners from the night of the 5th

to the 7th

Static tanks for non potable water was 

provided to bottled water stations on the 

6th -8th March for toilet flushing.

Water was also provided daily to 

vulnerable customers and also key NHH 

customers such as care homes and 

caravan parks.

There were some issues with locations 

and some stations were moved to better 

locations during the event

As all others issues with 

bottled water supplies –

Water Direct could not cope 

with a regional incident and 

were unable to supply us with 

contractual amounts of water

Some of the initial bottled 

water stations were not ideal 

and caused additional 

congestion etc.

Livestock owners are exposed 

and unprepared for 

widespread loss of supply 

issues

There were some 

communication issues in 

providing locations and stock 

levels at bottled water stations

Vulnerable customer plans 

went well but clearly more 

customers in need than are on 

the PSR.

Review of alternative water provision, to 

include improved stock within region, and 

bottled water station set up.

Review on how to work with other 

agencies to increase numbers on PSR

Review how to work with livestock 

owners to make them more resilient to 

supply events, and how to manage 

support during incidents

Review alternative water in line with long 

term business aims (i.e. on plastic)
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Pre-event plan Evaluation in practice what happened Ofwat & CCWater views 
(good and bad)

Lessons Learned (from 

operations, field staff, 

customers, third sector, 
other businesses etc)

Actions: taken & proposed including 
changes to business plan

Partnerships

Resilience forums - we provide support to and receive 

support from council, police and fire service.

A Kent and a Sussex resilience forum 

was set up and ran throughout the 

incident.  Both were attended by the 

Director of Asset and Regulation, and the 

Emergency Planning Manager.

The two forums were run very differently, 

depending on the leadership of the 

chairman.  The expectations of SEW, and 

the role of the forum were not explicit.

The resilience forum helped with 

response to vulnerable customers who 

were not registered on PSR, and 

supported with farmers.

Worked with NFU to support Farmers 
during incident

Active in liaising with Local 

Resilience Forums, councils, 

local health services and 

charities throughout the 

incident

Had de-brief sessions with 

each resilience forum.  Some 

need to define roles and 

responsibilities during this 

type of incident

Water UK co-ordinating 

sessions with water industry 

Proactive work with other partners to 

increase numbers of customers on PSR

Working with other partners to better 

define roles during this type of incident

Reviewing support to livestock owners 

during incidents

Consumers in vulnerable situations 

Target customers with additional needs including those 

without internet access

As part of pre-build up to an incident will hold a list of local 

stakeholders that operate in certain areas, based on 

community engagement and prior incidents

Customers are registered on our priority services register 

(PSR)

We have a dedicated number for vulnerable customers 

and a dedicated customer care team, that will proactively 

contact customers and check if they are on supply.  If they 

have no water, we will deliver water to them.  We will then 

ring them daily until water is successfully restored.

We also work with the resilience forums to try and identify 

any additional customers and add them to the PSR.

We had, via press release and through community groups 

advertised the PSR

The plan was instigated as set out, with 

contacts starting 3rd March.  We identified 

that there were 547 vulnerable customers 

in the areas affected and made proactive 

calls/ contacts to check if they had supply 

issues. Vulnerable customer 

classifications used were mobility, blind, 

deaf, debt vulnerable, blind & deaf, 

dialysis, large print bill, audio bill and brail 

bill.

The customer care team then delivered 

water to those without supply and then 

regularly checked back, provided more 

water until supply was back-on.

We did work with the resilience forums 

and they did check with their vulnerable 

customers about supply. We used contact 

at NHS Kent to use Community Nurses to 

check on people

We had an additional 77 customers 

added to the PSR

SEW had detailed 

information on vulnerable 

customers

Positive steps to identify 

customers who might need 

additional support prior to the 

incident by promoting the 

company’s Priority Service 

Register

Active in liaising with Local 

Resilience Forums, councils, 

local health services and 

charities throughout the 

incident

Customers often do not 

recognise the vulnerability 

caused by prolonged 

interruptions to water supplies.

Based upon the findings of the 

pilot, we may add this as part 

of our standard customer 

conversation when customers 

register with us, for example, 

during the house-move 

process.

There are additional vulnerable 

customers that have not 

registered for our PSR

PR19 new vulnerable customer 

satisfaction performance commitment and 

increase in PSR registration performance 

commitment

Resilience customer concept for HH and 

NHH (Care Homes)

We are now piloting a revised approach 

within the customer care team, where we 

ask customers as part of ongoing 

discussions around the Priority Services 

Register, whether a customer would be 

able to collect bottled water in the event of 

a prolonged supply interruption. 

We are working with stakeholder groups 

focussed on supporting customers at risk 

of vulnerability to see how we might be 

able to improve the number of customers 

aware of, and registering with, our Priority 

Services Register. 
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Pre-event plan Evaluation in practice what happened Ofwat & CCWater views 
(good and bad)

Lessons Learned Actions: taken & proposed 

Communication – internal and external 

Communications is an embedded part of the South East Water Emergency 

Plan, and Communications team is an integral member of the incident team.

There is a communication team of nine, with specific BaU roles. Out of hours 

we have one communication officer on call and one communications 

manager. 

During an incident the on call team will stop BAU and develop a specific 

incident plan, against event checklists and pre-prepared material which cover 

different types of incidents.  If the incident is significant and on-going the 

Comms Manager will contact the rest of the team, check availability and draw 

up a rota. We also have freelance and agency support that we can call, or can 

contact other water companies via WaterUK to ask for mutual aid.

Our plan includes checklist of key stakeholder, as follows:

• HH customers – targeted based on areas impacted, using text, email, 

telephone, website, media, social media, stakeholders. We promote the 

“check on your neighbour” message – something learned from UU Crypto

• NHH customers – via retailer and “In Your Area” portal

• Board – Email/ telephone updates

• Key regulatory stakeholders – regulation directorate will liaise with their 

contacts and update.  Customer services update CC Water.  We will liaise 

with relevant regulatory comms team.

• Other Water Companies – generally through the control room, but for 

incidents attracting media attention the comms manager will alert via 

WaterUK network.

• Community Stakeholders – via our database and contact

• Retailers – the Wholesale Service Desk manages this relationship and 

keeps them informed

• Customers with additional needs – through Customer Care Team via their 

preferred means of contact.

• Employees – The incident manager will assess which departments need to 

be involved.  If widespread then Gurgle and email is used.

• CCG/ EFG – will contact depending on type of incident.

Key messages to be used in communications is agreed with the incident 

manager before they are used, and are reviewed and updated at the regular 

incident meetings.  The target is to keep website messages updated hourly.

Communications are set up to be two way – we check website search items, 

and popular pages, we review media cuttings, customer interviews, feedback 

from journalists, use Facebook live, stakeholder teleconferences and emails, 

feedback from customer calls, and employee feedback.

We issued 7 press releases, gave 27 radio and TV 

interviews, including BBC local and national news.  Our 

communications for household customers focussed on 

practical advice for what to do if you have lost supply, how 

to look for leaks, and identify frozen pipes.  For businesses 

and landlords it focussed on checking unoccupied or empty 

properties.

We updated the website 242 times throughout the event, 

with an emergency banner added to the homepage to 

provide a quick link to updates, which included a FAQ page 

and details of bottled water locations.  There were 320,000 

visits during the incident, an increase of over 1000% on 

typical numbers.  CCWater advised us that the BBC 

national news highlighted our website as being the easiest 

to find information.

There were 164,000 page views and 63,000 unique visitors 

to our “In Your Area” incident map.  There were 6910 new 

postcode registrations and 500 customers reported leaks 

(not all unique) via the portal.

We issued 174 proactive posts on twitter and facebook, 

which resulted in 26,000 link clicks, 934 shared posts with a 

reach of 4.2m people.  The peak contact was 4th March with 

1190 contacts.

The environment team provided support to farmers and 

livestock owners, with 40,000 animals supported.  Worked 

with resilience forums with the fire service filling bowsers 

with river water. Worked with NFU and RSPCA to help 

advice farmers.

We worked with the resilience forums in Kent and Sussex 

so their member groups were able to monitor vulnerable 

customers.  We also provided a pallet of water to the 

Charity Rotherfield St. Martins to distribute to their clients.

Contacts Retailers on the 4th March to inform them of the 

incident.

We issued regular updates to stakeholders, and worked 

with resilience forums to agree messages.  We provided 

regular updated to our MP’s and had daily Gold Command 
calls with Defra, Ofwat and other key parties.

SEW sent letters to 50,000 

customers as part of winter 

campaign

Some SEW customers 

reported trouble accessing 

the call centre –

SEW amongst others were 

over reliant on social media, 

did not contact with enough 

vigour and call centre 

unable to handle call 

volume -

The company worked hard 

to keep its customers 

advised, informed and 

updated

Recognised that the 

company used a range of 

different channels to reach 

customers

Commend initiative on 

setting up of team to deal 

with farmers and livestock

Majority of 

frustrations from 

customers were 

around not getting 

localised information 

they expected.

Some technical 

issues where the 

modelling did not 

initially identify 

Bolney as being off 

supply, so no 

specific 

communications 

were generated for 

this area initially.

Need to have a 

communications plan 

that is available for 

customers so they 

understand what 

support to expect or 

how long to fend for 

themselves.

Information through 

social media can 

provide valuable 

insight into the 

specific areas still 

impacted.

The media like 

soundbites so TV 

and Radio didn’t give 

localised information.

Had not worked 

closely enough with 

Retailers on our 

winter messaging.

Review ways to engage media 

with Wrap up for Winter 

messages earlier and increase 

coverage.

Discuss with WaterUK the 

potential for an industry wide 

advertising campaign.

Provide more access to the 

media to our “on the ground 

employees” through plans on 

how to set up an “on site” team, 

and include in the emergency 

plan that a senior manager is 

given the role of press 

spokesperson.

Communications team to 

prepare an agreed template for 

incident web messages and 

review the FAQ’s each year as 

part of winter preparations.

Review how to improve the 

processes to keep the incident 

map and the website 

messaging updated and 

consistent

Implement lessons learned 

from our independent social 

media review into our digital 

strategy

Initiate a knowledge sharing 

event with colleagues from 

other companies and resilience 

forum members.

Develop a dedicated 

stakeholder area for our 
campaigns including material
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Pre-event post event 
planning

Evaluation in practice what happened Ofwat and CCWater views (good 
and bad)

Lessons Learned Actions: taken & proposed including 
changes to business plan

Compensation A letter was issued to all impacted customers (based on 

modelling results) within 48 hours of supplies being 

restored.

Amount was higher than equivalent GSS payments  as 

shown in table.

It was automatic credit to account and did not have to be 

applied for.  

Our research suggests 80% customers were generally 

satisfied with the compensation.

CCWater findings p.55 report 

https://www.ccwater.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2018/06/SYSTRA-CCWater-Freeze-

Thaw-Research-Final-Report.pdf

Payments to businesses were made through their retailers 

and again were identified through modelling and credited.  

Some customers did try and return monies as they only 

suffered low pressure or no issue but was allowed to keep 

money.

Total amount compensated:

Household customers - £1.070m

Non-household – £0,149m

SEW made rapid compensation 

payments above the statutory

minimum

CCWater -Household awareness of 

compensation was 

59% in South East

Water region compared to average 

31% and 4% in 

Severn Trent 

region 

Compensation approach and timeliness 

was well received by customers, 

stakeholders and regulators

Embed compensation planning in to 

emergency planning approach going 

forward

Post event issues 

planning

Recovery plans put in place to catch up on planned work 

that had been stopped i.e. metering programme, customer 

issues etc.

Lessons learned and internal investigation commenced

Event had a large impact on specific 

teams due to work that was stopped 

during incident

Improved recovery planning approach 

and resourcing to be investigated

Post - Incident

GSS Band HH SEW band Payment SEW Difference 

0-12 hrs £0 3-12 hrs £25 +£25 

12-24 hrs £20 12-24 hrs £25 +£5 

24-48 hrs £30 24-48 hrs £50 +£20 

48-72 hrs £40 >48 hrs £100 +£60 

 

https://www.ccwater.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/SYSTRA-CCWater-Freeze-Thaw-Research-Final-Report.pdf
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Pre-event post event planning Evaluation in practice what happened Ofwat and CCWater views (good 
and bad)

Lessons Learned Actions: taken & proposed including 
changes to business plan

Communication & collaborations

Already data share PSR with water 

and sewerage companies plus the 

energy sector

SEW has attended each of the resilience forum 

debrief sessions and shared learning between 

the groups. Some of the forums could be 

improved.  

Water companies held a number of sessions 

through water UK where companies are sharing 

both good practice and lessons learnt on the 

event.

All impacted customers received a letter within 

48 hrs of the incident ending, apologising and 

setting out details of automatic compensation.

The website was updated with information about 

compensation and a link through to allow people 

to provided feedback about the incident.

All customers who contacted us to report they 

were off supply were called back to check 

supplies had been restored (3800 calls).

We issued a “thank you” press release and radio 

interviews.

We carried out 11 customer drop-in sessions.

Customer contacts to vulnerable customers 

were managed through the customer care team, 

and were called back to check that supplies had 

been restored.

We wrote to all retailers on the 19th March 

apologising and setting out NHH compensation.

We issued a final newsletter to wider 

stakeholders to confirm service was back to 

normal, and wrote to each MP to confirm the 

compensation that we had paid.

SEW made rapid compensation 

payments above the statutory

minimum

Need to improve stakeholder networks as 

part of our vulnerability strategy.

Need to collect improved data for PSR 

register

While the drop-in sessions did not have a 

huge attendance, we were able to have 

150 detailed conversations with 

customers and stakeholders that 

attended. We would review next time if 

other events we could piggyback on to 

encourage further footfall. However these 

were worthwhile as provided helpful 

additional insight and we received thanks 

from those who attended that they 

appreciated us taking the time and being 

open to scrutiny of these conversations.

Updating vulnerability stakeholder maps

Recruiting a vulnerability strategy 

manager and team to work across whole 

organisation to provide a link for 

stakeholders and develop deeper 

relationships with these stakeholders

Integrate with existing stakeholder forums 

and create new groups and forums as 

appropriate

Commit additional spend to support 

funded initiatives with stakeholders for 

mutual objectives

Add a resilience stakeholder and area of 

operation onto our incident GIS map with 

communication contact information.

Water UK is leading an initiative for a 

single sign up PSR that will be shared 

with all participants of scheme

SEW is a core member of the companies 

working on social tariff alignment –

aligning affordability approach and 

schemes for customers in the south.

Improving customer joining process for 

PSR and more robust PSR promise

Home water visits to identify any key 

risks areas for customers
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Overall Impact on Customer Satisfaction

After the incident all affected customers were sent a letter which apologised for the inconvenience caused, informed them of 

compensation and requested that they provide us with feedback. In addition this feedback option was advertised on our homepage. 61 

customers provided feedback and the key headlines were as follows:

 25% of customers were complimentary or thanking us for how we responded

 22% of customers complained about our bottled water stations

 17% of customers complained about poor communications

 6% of customers made references to either insufficient investment or requested investment was increased

We asked our employees for their feedback via our intranet which was split into a number of headings to focus the responses, 

including:

 Customer communications

 Alternative water

 Resourcing/volunteers

 Vulnerable customers

Our teams had lots of interactions with our customers during this incident and could give us invaluable insights. 

Following the freeze/thaw incident we commissioned Accent to undertake 600 additional customer satisfaction surveys focused on the 

affected postcodes. This was based on the standard monthly survey with additional questions about the incident itself, these included:

 How, if at all, they were affected

 How long the loss of water lasted

 Whether they received bottled water from SEW

 What communications they received from SEW and their opinion of the communication

 How well they feel SEW dealt with the incident - what was done well/what could have been done better

Results of this survey are on the next slide
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Customer Satisfaction

Table 1: Customer satisfaction, comparing the results from the monthly 

survey with customers surveyed post freeze/ thaw incident 

 
Notes:  

 (1) ‘Worst’ refers to customers who were affected for a longer period (24hrs or greater), (2) 
‘Less’ refers to customers who were affected for a smaller period (less than 24hrs), (3) ‘Not 
affected’ refers to customers surveyed but did not experience any loss of service. 

 ‘All incident’ combines and averages the results from all customers surveyed post incident 

 ‘Affected (combined)’ combines and averages the results from the customers that were 
worst (1) and Less (2) affected. 

 Appearance  Taste and odour Leakage Direct interaction Pressure Interruptions Restrictions Combined 

average

VFM

Worst (1) 4.14 3.96 4.25 4.16 3.24 3.98 3.74 3.92 3.48

Less (2) 4.14 4.27 4.45 4.14 3.38 4.13 4.06 4.08 3.64

Not affected (3) 4.45 4.72 4.56 4.33 3.74 4.27 4.35 4.35 3.69

All incident 4.24 4.32 4.42 4.21 3.46 4.13 4.04 4.12 3.60

Affected (combined) 4.14 4.11 4.35 4.15 3.31 4.05 3.90 4.00 3.56

Mar 2018 4.56 4.34 3.75 4.36 4.38 4.68 4.49 4.37 3.63

 Appearance  Taste and odour Leakage Direct interaction Pressure Interruptions Restrictions Combined 

average

VFM

Worst (1) -9% -9% 13% -5% -26% -15% -17% -10% -4%

Less (2) -9% -2% 19% -5% -23% -12% -10% -7% 0%

Not affected (3) -2% 9% 22% -1% -14% -9% -3% 0% 1%

All incident -7% -1% 18% -3% -21% -12% -10% -6% -1%

• 54% were satisfied or completely satisfied with how SEW dealt with the bad weather incident, compared to 17% of customers 

who were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

• A third (32%) now feel differently about water.  52% say that their water bill is good or very good value for money.

• Feelings about how well SEW communicated about the incident are mixed. 31% said quite or very badly while 36% said quite or 

very well.



• Overall we saw an impact of -6% in customer satisfaction results post the freeze/ thaw incident, compared to CC Water’s 

findings of “one in ten household consumers (10%) affected by a supply interruption were somewhat, or much more 

dissatisfied with their water company than before the event

• In contrast, a similar proportion (9%) were somewhat, or much, more satisfied with their water company than before the 

event. This indicates that one in five domestic customers affected by supply interruptions have had a change in their opinion

of their water company following the freeze/thaw incident. CCWater’s report indicated that  89% of SEW’s customer’s 

opinions were not impacted by the incident with 4% becoming more satisfied and 8% being more dissatisfied 

• NHH customers were less satisfied than household customers with 24% being more dissatisfied and only 3% being more 

satisfied

• CCWater report showed that 71% of HH in the SEW area said they had received communication from their water company 

compared to an average of 57% - Table 8 of the report also shows that we had above average recognition on all types of 

different communication. 78% found our information reliable or very reliable compared to an average of 70%. 

• 47% received information from TV and Radio compared to average of 29% - this points to our proactive approach to our 

media strategy to ensure vulnerable customers who may not have web access were also able to receive information.

• https://www.ccwater.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/SYSTRA-CCWater-Freeze-Thaw-Research-Final-Report.pdf
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Our results compared to industry average

https://www.ccwater.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/SYSTRA-CCWater-Freeze-Thaw-Research-Final-Report.pdf


• Externally assured action plan, addressing the key issues raised in the Ofwat report and 

our investigations will be published and available at the end of September.
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Next Steps


